Newsletter Oye LENA
Educational project, Curahuasi – Peru
May - June 2018
Dear loyal readers and new readers,

In the green boxes, we created some fixed sections with general information that remains the same. Under the boxes,
you will find new information and pictures.

AT THE PROJECT
Special events
Maria en Clariza become 15 years old and we had a big party to celebrate!
In Peru it’s always an important event when girls become 15 years old. For people who have the money for it, anyway.
And it’s just this that our girls don’t have… So we decided to organize a party for them, and we asked you for your help.
We got no less then 450 euro in deposits! That’s an amazing amount, and even more than we asked for. You are all
GREAT!
About 50 people were present at the party: friends, family and volunteers. It was a great party with a lot of cake and
good food. First there was an official ceremony and after that we danced. The girls enjoyed the attention and we
enjoyed the fact that they were having so much fun! It was an amazing night!

Mother’s Day
This year we made the choice to not celebrate Mother and Father’s day on separate days, but to have one big party. We
made different stalls where the parents could play games with their kids. They could catch ducklings, prick balloons, get
to the other side of the playground while standing on slats, … It was really a lot of fun for everyone, and everyone also
got a prize. When you played a game you got one point, and with the points you could win a price at the tombola. After
that it was time to sit together in the circle, so the kids could sing songs for their parents. Especially the song for
Mother’s Day (which they practiced for weeks) went really well. All the parents also received a gift from their kid. To end
the day everyone got a cup of hot chocolate milk and a piece of cake.
By volunteer Paulien Robberecht

Article in MO magazine (in Dutch)
https://www.mo.be/nieuws/ontwikkelinglanden-bestaan-mensen-met-beperking-gewoonniet?utm_content=buffer72b20&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer
An interesting article about people with a disability in Peru. The story is also really true for our village Curahuasi! We
want to break through the marginalization of children with disabilities in our society and therefore we work on inclusive
education, we offer support and education to their parents, we want to improve the bond with their brothers and sisters
and we bring these children into society by taking them to the market, shops and local events. This way we try, at least
for some kids, to really make a difference.

Day of the kindergarten– 24 may
Thursday the 24th of May we celebrated day of the kindergarten here in Peru. The people celebrate this each year by
walking through the streets with handmade torches. We prepared a workshop for the parents and provided material so
they could learn to make their own torches. The night of the 24th of May we walked through the streets with the
parents, their children and all the volunteers. It was really beautiful to see all the lights and the involvement of the
people!
By volunteer Lisa Vermeulen

Students occupational therapy do their internship
We (Annelies, Paulien and Katrien) are three students occupational therapy from Belgium. For three months, we did our
internship at Oye Lena. All three of us had to finish a project. Paulien focused on hydrotherapy and group activities.
Annelies took care of writing dance and Katrien worked on the project ‘beginning communication’ with children with a
speech disorder. With this we hope to contribute to the amazing project Stefanie started here. We had the time of our
lifes here. The project, the kids and everything around it: they all hold a special a place in our hearts!
By volunteers Annelies Verachtert, Paulien Robberechts and Katrien Truyts
On their last day these three ladies bought new toothbrushes and toothpaste for the kids to take home! Thank you
ladies!

Operation Marleni
Wednesday 13/06/2018 was a big day for Marleni. When she was two years old she broke her left leg and the fracture
never healed well. Doctor Tim Boeker, traumatologist at Diospi Suyana, made sure Marleni’s tibia was straight again. The
operation was succesfull, but the biggest work only starts after the operation. Now Marleni has to walk 4 weeks with a
cast and then she has to go back for a check-up. In the future she will definitely need more operations, depening on how
it heals and her growth. We had Marleni’s birthday party in the hospital and thanks to her godmother Katleen Emmery
she got a cap and a stuffed animal. She was really happy with this! In the meantime Marleni comes every day to Oye
Lena so we can avaoid that she walks on her foot too much. This way we can give here extra individual lessons. Marleni
has a mental disability and because of this it’s really hard for her to follow the classes in first grade. Thanks to everyone
for the support! We will keep you posted!

Jean Pier (CP) came back for a little while
In September 2017 Jean Pier and his mom moved to Juliaca, a city at 467 km from
Curahuasi. We had to say goodbye to everyone’s favorite! It’s a good thing that he
didn’t leave forever: his mom comes to visit her family in Curahuasi from time to time
and … then Jean Pier can come back to Oye LENA during that period!
In December he came back for a month and in June for three weeks. Every time he’s
here his laugh makes everyone happy, but saying goodbye is still really difficult.

Theme based working
At Oye LENA, we use monthly themes in our work with our special kids, our toddlers, as well as the project and the
classes in the mountain schools. Every month we pick a new theme, which will then become the common theme
throughout all the lessons and classes. These themes are fixed for three school years. Every theme is linked with
(Peruvian/Belgian) objectives. Cognitive goals are important, but also social and emotional well-being, as well as
attitudes. In every theme, we incorporate methods like 'Sherborne' (Development Movement), 'Snoezelen' (Controlled
Multisensory Environment), learning centres, Multisensory Storytelling,...
Our education starts from the children's living environment consisting of challenges and experiences, calling for
experimenting and exploring. This forms a basis for motivated learning. Through 'playful learning' and 'learning by
doing', we try to stimulate the development of the children to increase thier chances of a better future.
May = healthy food
This month we taught the children more about healthy food. We also worked a lot with the book “The very hungry
caterpillar”. We learned about caterpillars and butterflies, we made a lot of different caterpillars with different kinds of
materials and we moved a lot like caterpillars ourselves! De toddlers got to know new kinds of fruits and vegetables and
made a fruit salad. We even planted our own garden cress! A very fun theme!
June = theme music
This month the theme was music! And everyone in the mountains will have known. During a whole month Curahuasi
could hear us sing and make music. We made a lot of instruments with recycled material. The volunteers also did a play
for the kids: about a prince and a princess, magical musical notes and witches who wanted to steal them. A lot of
screams, laughing and singing!

Weekly visits to the mountain schools of Ccochua and Puka Puka
Once a week we go to a remote mountain school, alternately, in the villages Puka Puka and Ccochua. We give classes to
the toddlers there and try to improve the level of education, in cooperation with the local teacher. We want to teach
them methodologies like Writing Dance, 'Snoezelen' (Controlled Multisensory Environment), 'Sherborne' (Development
Movement), Multisensory Storytelling,…
The children in these mountain villages mostly, or exclusively, speak Quechua at home, while classes at school are given
in Spanish. In addition, most kids have low-skilled parents who do not always acknowledge the importance of education
and do not stimulate the development of their children at home. Due to this, the children have a huge disadvantage
compared to their peers.
Ccochua is a 45-minute drive away from the project. Miss Myriam has nine students in her class, aged 3 to 6 years. The
classes take place in the house of one of the mothers, in which the room is cramped and dark with a low ceiling.
Puka Puka is a 20-minute drive away from the project. Miss Pelaya has 5 students in her class, also aged 3 to 6 years.
There’s also a primary school, apart from the nursery school, where all ages are divided into two groups. The classroom
is slightly bigger, but the means of the teacher are still quite limited.
By visiting these schools, we try to support the local teachers and improve the level of education. The volunteers,
children, and the teachers already reacted enthusiastic!
When school started again in March, we could continue our classes in Ccocchua and Puka Puka. Unfortunately, we had
to say goodbye to the teacher of Puka Puka in December due to a transfer. The contact with the new teacher is going
fine so far.

Monthly visit to the hot springs of Cconoc
Once a month we pay a visit to the hot springs of Cconoc, a 20-minute drive away from the project. One month we do
this with our toddlers and the other month with our students with different abilities. First, we teach the toddlers to
enjoy the water. The ones that feel ready can start doing preparatory exercises for swimming.
Children in Curahuasi rarely, or never, go to a swimming pool, which causes a lot of children to be afraid of the water for
the first time. They overcome their fear rather quickly. In the end they cannot wait to jump into the water again!

Kort bericht

Maria and here mom go for a check-up to the doctor in Lima
As you could read in a lot of previous news letters, Maria’s mom has kidney cancer. To
treat this they have to go all the way to Lima, at 20h driving from Curahuasi. Every time
she does this with Maria (Down Syndrome) and this is an exhausting trip for both of them.
Last year we already gave them a plane ticket to shorten the trip to one hour and a half,
and this time we also did it. We bought both of them a return ticket with a value of 166
euros. 6 months ago the last tumors were treated with chemotherapy and everyting was
gone. This time they didn’t find anything. So this was really good news! In 6 months they
have to go back for a check-up.

Bristers’ Day
The term 'Bristers' refers to brothers and sisters of our special children. In the past, we noticed that our special kids
were not always treated correctly by their siblings. In some cases, we even noticed abuse. In specific, signs of jealousy
towards the presents and care they were given at the project. By organizing this day, we want to include the siblings.
The objective is to offer them psychological support and to pay attention to their feelings as well. We try to reinforce the
relations between the siblings in order to improve the quality of life for both parties this way.

Parental participation
Every month, we meet with the parents of our children. While enjoying a snack and a drink, we show them pictures of
what we did in the last month.
First of all, we want to keep them updated about the ins and outs at Oye LENA and the evolution of their child. Also, we
organize workshops to teach the parents how they can stimulate their children and their development. We talk about
education in general, the difficulties that come with this, and the importance of healthy food and health in general. We
meet with some of the mothers more frequently. They cooperate in the project 'Mamita Made Materials'. These mums
create handmade objects (mittens, scarves, dolls,...), of which the entire profit of the sale goes back to them. More
information about this project can be found later in this newsletter, and at the Mamita Made Materials Facebook page

Monthly visit to the orphanage of Cachora
In May 2016, we discovered that two of our loyal students, Brayan and Jesús, were abandoned at the orphanage of
Cachora, and we decided to pay them a visit. It was heartbreaking and -warming at the same time. By experiencing these
mixed emotions, we were compelled to return every month.
The 2 boys barely have contact with their mother and little brother. They merely visit them once or twice a year. It is
obvious they still suffer from the situation, but after a long period of domestic violence and abuse, we hope they will get
more stability in their lives and a better future.
To contribute to this, we go visit them one Saturday or Sunday a month. We organize activities, catch up, eat, and drink
something tasty. The focus is on entertainment and joy. We want to offer the kids a day to look forward to every month.
Every month it's a very nice day that goes by way too fast!
In April the kids could play with the bordgame “Who is it?’ and a lot of different construction materials. We ended the
afternoon with delicious cake made by the volunteers. Our visit in May was a bit more special because it was Brayan’s
birthday! His godmother Laura Christiaens paid for a cake and godmother Yana Goerlandt gave soms presents. We
played games with balloons and the parachute. Afther that it was a big party! Brayan enjoyed all the attention.

Happy birthday!
We celebrate the birthdays of our children with a personalized crown, a song and a present. Sometimes, godparents
send a gift to their godchildren, or they donate some extra cash so we can buy something. The other children receive a
present out of the big birthday gift box.
Happy Birthday to Joel (with a present of Corentine Marquet), Marleni (see up), Brayan (see up), Diana (with a present
of Jacquelin Thues), Roy and Maria!

Thanks to all the godparents!
Short messages
Playground gets a new color!
In the news letter of January we forgot to say that our sweet and creative volunteers took care of the playground. With
paint and brushes they went to
work and after a few hours of painting
everything looked nice again.
Thank you!

A lot of kids got presents from their godparents: (in the right order) Emerson from Emma Schneider and Alessio
Vecchiato, Fernando from Erik Vandevelde and Viviane Van der Donckt, Clariza from Limme Van Den Abeele, Damariz
from Katrien De Schutter and Janne, Asiri and Betzabe from Ester Fonteyne and Klaas Vermeersch, Marleni from Nelleke
and Hans Pekaar,

Roy from Inge Plaetinck, Brith from Delphine Coomans, Betzabe from Lien Hubert, Klaus from Leen Dierckx and Len
D’heygere, Zharit from Erika Godts, Roywil from Hilde Van Erps and Marely and Tikva from Wim Hubert en Kristin
Hermans.

THANKS TO ALL OF YOU, you are great!
A lot of volunteers and visitors brought a lot of toys and other materials to the project. Thank you!

Volunteers come and go
Oye LENA works with volunteers: people from all over the world who want to help. The number of volunteers varies
throughout the year, but 3/4 of the year we can count on 10 volunteers. Some volunteers stay for 4 weeks, whilst others
stay for a year. But every visit and contribution is much appreciated. Our volunteers are key figures; thanks to them we
can achieve our goals every day, for and with the children.
In May we had to say goodbye to three amazing volunteers. Thank you Nadine, for all the experience you brought to
Oye Lena, it was definitely useful! Thank you Ella for all your energy and creativity at the project. Gracis Wiene, for all
your effort. We already miss you!
Paulien, Annelies and Katrien, three students occupational therapy from Karel de Grote Hogeschool, did their internship
at Oye Lena. They all worked on nice projects (see up) and putted all their time and love in our kids. Thanks for all you
work!
Last but not least, we had to say goodbye to volunteer responsible Lydwin ‘Ludo/Lyddie’ Bulckens. For one year, Lydwin
worked really hard at the project and she will really be missed. Her enthusiasm, positivity and big heart for the kids
made here a fantastic profesora and collegue. Thank you for everything, Lydwin! Te queremos mucho!

IN SUPPORT OF THE PROJECT
Short messages
Higher Institute for Family Sciences from Odisee supports Oye LENA
From the 16th untill the 23th of December, the Higher Institute for Family Sciences was the hottest campus, with on
every day some drinks for charity. The students could choose how much money they gave for soup, hot chocolate or
glühwein through which they would support Oye Lena. We got 440 euros from them, thank you!
Dessert buffet for Oye LENA
On the 9th of June, class responsible Sara Defoor (together with volunteers Ester
Fonteyne and Klaas Vermeersch) organised a dessert buffet in favor of Oye Lena. During
that afternoon volunteers, interested people and sponsors came to eat a nice dessert.
Together they got 642 euros for Oye LENA and they also sold a lot of Mamita Made
Materials (products made by our moms) for 121 euros. Thanks everyone! And thanks to
everyone who helped making the desserts! See you next year?!
Last year, the sisters Marleen and Martine Vermander gave a lot of materials to the
project (chalk, gel, stickers and a lot more) and in May Martine gave another 10 euro to
the project. With this money we bought birthdaystickers, new sandals for Cesia and a lot
of delicious stuff for or monthly Bristers’ Day. Marleen convinced (together with
Catherine Brouckaert, mom of class responsible Sara) the whole road service from Bruges
to come and eat and sponsor at the dessert buffet. Thank you!
GBS Grimbergen supports Oye Lena once again.
At the school party from the primary school in Grimbergen Lautaro Den Dauw, his wife Laura and their son Lukas sold
Peruvian artisan products in favor of Oye LENA and they earned 80 euros!
To top this, the school gave a whole lot of clothes that they collected during the year.
Thanks, you are great, every time again!
Baby Niel supports Oye LENA
Jolien Vanpachtenbeke and Brian de Clerck welcomed baby Niel on the 7th of January. To the visitors in the hospital
they gave plants, nuts or tea and for the children finger puppets from Peru! They bought these puppets with us and
supported us with 50 euros. Thank you!

Donations: 120 Euro from Anne-Marie D’Hollander (grandma of volunteer Charline), 25 Euro from Liesbet Thijs. Thank
you!

Mamita Made Materials: a knitting project for and by our mothers
Mamita Made Materials is a project we started in January 2017. The intention of this side project is to help the mothers
of the pupils by giving them a decent wage in exchange for knitting or crocheting of different materials.
Over and over again, many mothers quite desperately asked for a job or financial help. At first, we didn’t know how
exactly to help these moms. In the past, we had proposed them to knit or crochet hats, scarves, sweaters, etc., but
surprisingly nobody reacted positively. Later on, we discovered why: no one had the financial means to buy the
necessary wool. So... we decided to provide the wool ourselves.
From now on, we supply a few spheres of wool to the mothers who wish to participle in the project. They are also able
to consult some specialized knitting magazines as an inspiration source. In exchange for a knitted or crocheted item,
they obtain a fair fee. Part of the profit goes to the mothers, and the other part to Oye LENA for the purchase of new
wool.
Zonta Club Roeselare made it possible for us to realize this project. They donated a starting capital of 2000 Euros, so we
could purchase the wool, the crocket hooks, the knitting needles, the magazine copies, etc.
In 2017 we only collected 220 euro, but this year we’ve already collected 330 euro! This has allowed to mothers to get
back to work! In addition to the wool, one of the mothers started making totebags. These totebags only cost 15 euro so
get in touch if you are interested in buying one!

Support Oye Lena for free? How is that possible?
Do your online shopping at https://www.trooper.be/oyelenaperu, no extra costs for you and a percent for us = everyone
happy!
You can buy a lot of different things at Trooper:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronics & lots more in one of the 323 webshops (Coolblue)
Toys (Fun / Bart Smit / Maxitoys)
A weekend away (Booking.com, Cheaptickets, of Sunweb)
Clothing (JBC, Torfs, De Bijenkorf, Etam, E5 Mode….)
Parfum / make-up (ICI Paris XL, Online-Apotheek)
Presents (L’Occitane, Proxis, Mamzel)
Wine (Wijnbeurs)
And plenty of other things…

By visiting the online shop through the Trooper page, the shop knows
you are helping us. You buy whatever you want at one of the partners
without paying any extras. Oye Lena gets an average of €5 per €100.

BECOME A GODPARENT
Oye LENA has 5 new godparents: Elisa Silje Mascioli from Neri, Gielke Rosiers and Joakim Akkermans from Luana, Sarah
Tibbels and her mother from Alberto and Jhon, Kristin Hermans and Wim Hubert from Marely and Tikva, Hans and Els
Diels- Van Boxelaer from Jhoel and Bo Decloedt from Flor Nataly. THANK YOU!
OYE LENA IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR MORE GODPARENTS!
You can offer a whole new future to a child for only a couple of eurocents a day.
Godparents can let us know in advance if they have preferences related to gender or age. When you become a
godparent, you first receive a picture via e‐mail. Godfathers and godmothers who are active on facebook are mentioned
in the pictures we post of their child.
Most communication will happen via e‐mail, in order to keep the costs down. Two times a year you will receive regular
mail of your godchild.
If you do not feel like sending your godchild messages, that's no problem at all.
If you do feel like sending something, you can do so in English, and we will make sure to translate in Spanish. However,
keep in mind that our children are still very young. A nice picture will be more impactful than a long letter. Also, do not
forget that it can take a while before your letters arrive in Peru. If you want to avoid long waiting times, it is also possible
to send an e‐mail. We will make sure your e‐mail gets printed and handed over to the child.
You can send your e‐mail to oyeLENA.peru@gmail.com.
The postal address is:

ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps + the name of your godchild)
Oficina oficial de correos de Curahuasi,
Curahuasi,
Abancay,
Apurimac,
Peru

It is also possible for you to come and visit the project and your godchild. Just tell us in advance!
In order to make sure payments arrive smoothly, it is best to use a standing order. This way, you automatically deposit a
monthly fixed amount into our bank account (a minimum of 10 Euro per month = 0.30 Euro a day).
Oye LENA has a Belgian bank account: IBAN BE28 06889753 0620 / BIC GKCCBEBB
The money is not specifically destined to your individual godchild, but will be used for every child on the project. It will
also be used to:
•
•
•
•
•

buy food and drinks. The children receive a free lunch, fruit, a snack and drinks every day.
finance visits to the doctor, where the children receive free treatment and medication.
buy toys and educational materials.
celebrate birthdays and other festivities (cake and presents!).
pay the wages of our Peruvian cook and teacher.

If you wish to stop being a godparent, you can do so at anytime. You only have to send us an e‐mail and cancel your
standing order.
And of course, we will keep you up to date about the latest developments of the project and your godchild!

GIFTS
Did you know that you can receive a tax certificate for your donations from 40 Euro onwards? This certificate can be
added to your tax declaration and the amount of your donation will be deducted from your taxable income.
To determine if you are entitled to a tax certificate for a certain assessment year, all donations you gave during that year
are summed up at the beginning of the next assessment year. If you reach a sum of 40 Euro or more, you receive a tax
certificate. You receive this at the beginning of the year following the year in which you made the donation.
The certificate will only be given for donations to the account number of LZG:
IBAN: BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC: TRIOBEBB
Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem
With mention: “Donation for ONG Oye LENA”

